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A bstract
This project uses the Molecular Dynamics (MD) technique to  study the deposi­
tion of lead on the (100) face of copper. Integration of the  equations of m otion is 
done using the Verlet algorithm. Two potential energy functions axe used to  model 
the particle interactions. The first is a two-body Lennard-Jones potential while the 
second is a three-body Erko<, potential.
The deposition of lead on the (100) face of copper results in the form ation of 
three distinct structures as the coverage is varied. In order of increasing coverage 
they are : c (4x4), c(2 x 2 ) and c(5 \/2  x \/2)R 45 0 reconstructions. The c(4x4) 
structure is not well understood. I t has been ascertained th a t i t ’s structure is tha t 
of a single-layer surface alloy. Chains of copper run parallel and alternately with 
chains of lead. The two most likely structures are the hollow and bridge alloy 
models. The current project applied the  MD technique to  determ ining which of 
the two structures was the most likely. It turned out th a t the bridge alloy model 
was the m ost likely using Molecular Dynamics. Also a  m odulation of the  alloy 
copper chains has been documented. This was also studied and the results point to 
a  m odulation with an am plitude of around 0.3A and a  period of 4 copper-copper 
distances. Neighbouring alloy copper chains exhibited m odulations th a t were 180° 
out of phase. The structure of the c(2x2) reconstruction is well understood. This 
structure was included for completeness. The c(5\/2  x \/2)R 450 reconstruction 
has also been the subject of much study in recent years. S tarting  w ith an initial 
hexagonal-type structure the MD sim ulation evolved the accepted structure for the 
c(5\/2  x v^2)R45° reconstruction.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
The origins of molecular dynamics (MD) date back to  the atom ism  of antiquity. The 
constituents, although from a more recent time, are not exactly new. The theoretical 
foundations am ount to little  more than  Newton’s Laws of motion. The im portance 
of the solution to the m any-body problem was recognised by Laplace : “Given fo r  
one instant an intelligence which could comprehend all the forces by which nature 
is animated and the respective situation o f the beings who compose it — an intelli­
gence sufficiently vast to submit these data to analysis — it would embrace in the 
same formula the movements o f the greatest bodies o f the universe and those o f the 
lightest atom : fo r  it, nothing would be uncertain and the future, as the past would 
be present to i t ’s eyes.” The concept of the com puter dates back to  the tim e of 
Babbage. Thus MD is a methodology whose appearance was a foregone conclusion.
The N-body problem originated in the  dynamics of the  solar system, and the 
general problem tu rns out to  be insoluble for three or m ore bodies. A great deal of 
the behaviour of m atte r in its  various states can be understood in classical (meaning 
non-quantum ) terms, and so it is th a t the classical N-body problem is also central to  
understanding m atter a t the  microscopic level. MD addresses the task of the numer­
ical solution of this problem. Theory in the form of statistical mechanics, has met 
with a considerable degree of success for systems in therm al equilibrium. Systems 
th a t are in a non-equilibrium sta te  are however virtually unapproachable using ststis- 
tical mechanics. Generally it is only by means of com puter simulation — principally 
molecular dynamics — th a t progress is possible.
The aim of this project is to  study the structure of the Pb/C u(100) interface for 
lead coverages up to  1ML, using the MD technique. W hen lead is deposited on the 
(1 0 0 ) face of copper, three reconstructions form as the  coverage is increased from 
0 monolayers (ML) to  0.6ML. One monolayer corresponds to  one lead atom  per
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( l x l )  substrate unit cell. At a coverage of 0.375ML a c(4x4) reconstruction forms, 
a c(2x2) reconstruction forms a t a coverage of 0.5ML and a c(5 \/2  x  \/2)R45° struc­
ture  forms a t a coverage of 0.6ML. The structure of the c(2x2) and c(5 \/2  x -y/2)R45° 
reconstructions are well established. The c(4x4) reconstruction however remains un­
clear and has been the focus of much lead on copper (1 0 0 ) work, both  experimental 
and theory, over recent years. All three reconstructions are considered in the current 
project.
It was originally proposed th a t the c(4x4) reconstruction involved chains of lead 
atoms with adjacent chains being 2  nearest-neighbour copper-copper distances out 
of phase. This model was named the chain model [2]. Later an STM study[3] 
asserted th a t the c(4x4) reconstruction was a surface alloy w ith the unit cell corner 
atoms sitting  in bridge sites. This was concluded from the fact th a t every th ird  
lead atom  along a  lead chain was brighter in the STM image. The explanation 
given was th a t the  brighter atom s m ust be sitting  on bridge sites. This model was 
named the bridge alloy model. Recently a I /V  LEED calculation [4] was done to 
determine which of the hollow chain model, bridge chain model, hollow alloy model 
or bridge alloy models was the most likely structure for the c(4x4) reconstruction. 
It was concluded from the results th a t the hollow alloy model was the most likely 
structure for the c(4x4) reconstruction. Also from this study it was revealed th a t 
there was a m odulation of the alloy copper chains th a t lie alternately between the 
alloy lead chains. A further STM study [5] asserted th a t the c(4x4) reconstruc­
tion is a surface alloy, however the hollow or bridge alloy models are not favoured. 
A Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [6 ]of the c(4x4) system concludes th a t the alloy 
copper m odulation has a period of approximately 8  copper-copper distances along 
a chain. The potential energy function used in the previous MC study is one of two 
potentials investigated in the  current project, the second being a three-body Erko^ 
potential. The MC simulation concluded th a t the hollow and bridge alloy models 
were both equally likely. The aim of the current study is to  ascertain which of the 
hollow or bridge alloy models is the most likely using the MD technique. Also the
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exact details of the alloy copper m odulation are studied.
The c(2x2) reconstruction occurs at a coverage of 0.5ML. The exact structure of 
this reconstruction is well known. I t is considered in the current study for complete­
ness. Also the results may reveal any m odulations of the lead layer or the underlying 
substrate layer.
The exact structure of the c(5 \/2  x \/2 )R 45c reconstruction is also well estab­
lished. Initially a hexagonal-type structure was proposed. Further studies revealed 
th a t anti-phase domain boundary insertion was the mechanism from which the lower 
coverage c(2x2) reconstruction proceeded towards the c(5-\/2 x \/2 )R 45 0 reconstruc­
tion with increasing coverage. The STM results show alternate strips of 3 rows of 
c(2x2) structure separated by regular occuring anti-phase domain boundaries. This 
has become the accepted structure for the  c(5-\/2 x \/2)R45° reconstruction and 
was verified by further STM studies. The aim in the current MD work for the 
c (5a/2  x \/2)R45° reconstruction is to  try  to  evolve the accepted reconstruction 
from an initial configuration th a t corresponds w ith the hexagonal structure men­
tioned above.
By studying the c(4x4) structure of P b  on Cu(100) it may be possible to  infer 
the structures of other systems such as T1 on Cu(100) which may well tu rn  out 
to  be a single layer surface alloy which is unusual for m etal overlayers on metallic 
substrates. Single layer surface alloying has also been shown for the Ni on Cu(100) 
system. Thus it is interesting from an academic point of view to study the Pb  on 
Cu(100) system.
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Chapter 2 Simulation M ethod
In this chapter the essential program  operations are explained after which the pro­
gram flow, ie. the sequence of operations, is given.
Section 2.1 explains the reduction of units which is im portant for any molecular 
dynamics simulation.
The initial system conditions are given in Section 2.5. This involves a detailed 
description of how initial coordinates, velocities and accelerations are calculated. 
Some reference is m ade to  the Neighbour Listing m ethod which is covered in Section 
2.3.
The rules governing the behaviour of particles a t the boundaries of the simulation 
region are explained in Section 2.2. This includes a  description of Periodic Boundary 
Conditions.
Section 2.3 describes the Neighbour Listing method. The criteria for rebuilding 
the neighbour lists are given here also as well as the m ain force loops.
The Verlet algorithm, which integrates Newtons equations of motion, is explained 
in Section 2.4.
The final Section gives a description of the program flow. The program  opera­
tions explained in previous sections are combined using a  tim e loop which steps the 
coordinates, velocities and accelerations forward in tim e using a tim e counter.
2.1 R eduction of U nits
The current im plem entation of molecular dynamics (M D ) involves following the 
positions, velocities and accelerations of copper and lead atom s in a  crystal. As 
time evolves the atom s move around in therm al motion. The nearest-neighbour 
separations are on the order of a few angstroms (10~1 0m). The com puter must 
be able to  accomodate such small numerical values in memory. I t is im portant to 
ensure th a t none of the program variables aquire values th a t fall outside the range of
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numbers th a t the com puter hardware is capable of handling. To do this we express 
length as a m ultiple of one angstrom. A length of 0 . 0 1  A would hence be stored 
in memory as the value 0.01 as opposed to  0.000000000001. This un it of length is 
called a reduced length unit for our system. W hen calculating velocities for example 
this new reduced unit of length must be taken into account. The following set of 
reduced units were adopted.
•  Length  - multiples of one angstrom, lA
lr ~  h i / 1^- ( 1)
lr =  reduced length (A) 
h i  =  SI length (metres)
•  E nergy  - multiples of one electron volt, le V
E t = E Sj / l e V  (2)
E t =  reduced energy (eV)
E si  =  SI energy (Joules)
•  M a ss  - multiples of one atomic mass unit, 1 am u
m r — m SI/ la m u  (3)
m T =  reduced mass (amu) 
m si  =  SI mass (Kilogram)
Using this unit reduction scheme all other MD  quantities can be expressed in reduced 
units which are more favourable for the com puter hardware. Note th a t the unit of 
tem perature is left as degrees Kelvin which is also the s tandard international (SI)
unit. Tem perature multiplied by Boltzmanns constant kb, results in a value corre­
sponding to  therm al energy. The SI unit of kb is joules/Kelvin. O ur reduced unit 
for energy however is the Electron Volt (eV )  thus the reduced value of kb is given
•  Boltzmanns constant^*,) - multiples of one electron volt per Kelvin, le V /K e lv in
{r)kb =  <SI)kb/ l e V  (4)
^ k b =  reduced Boltzmanns constant (eV/K)
=  SI Boltzmanns constant (joules/kelvin)
Hence the new unit for Boltzmanns constant is eV /K . By m ultiplying ^ k b by a 
tem perature in Kelvin we are left with a therm al energy w ith units of electron volts.
The reduced unit of tim e is defined by the lead-lead interaction [6] and the lead 
mass, m . The depth of the Lennard-Jones lead-lead potential is labeled e while 
the nearest-neighbour distance is designated a. The reduced unit of tim e, r ,  is 
calculated using :
By inserting the param eter values as found in C hapter 3, section 3.5.1, the unit of 
time for the system turns out to be 1.3 x 10- 1 3 s. The tim e step chosen is 1/100 of 
this value giving a M D  tim e step on the order of femto seconds which is typical for 
Molecular Dynamics simulations.
2.2 Boundary Conditions
The simulation region is the range of x , y  and z  values through which the particles 
in the system can move. The (100) surface of the copper substrate is in the x-y  
plane with the z  direction being normal to  the surface. Atoms in the bottom  layer 
are held fixed. There are no restrictions on the possible z  values of the moveable 
atoms. This is called a  Free Boundary Condition.
2.2.1 Periodic Boundary C onditions
The boundaries in the x  and y  directions follow Periodic Boundary Conditions 
(PBC). The current system attem pts to  mimic the real system, however a real 
system contains a very large number of atom s compared to  the number th a t can be
represented on a  computer. The real system has infinite extent in relative terms. In 
order to  mimic the real infinite system in molecular dynamics the PBC technique is 
used.
W hen a layer of lead is deposited on a copper substrate  the first three to  four 
substrate layers are affected. This fact means th a t the  current approach, which uses 
four copper substrate  layers, is sufficient to mimic the real system. The number of 
atoms in the planes parallel to  the  surface in the real system however is relatively 
very large (107 atom /cm ). Hence the corresponding M D  planes need to  be bounded 
in a way th a t mimics the much larger size of the real system.
The implementation of PBCs is shown schematically in Fig. 2 .1 .
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Figure 2.1: Periodic Boundaries
The introduction of PBCs is equivalent to  considering an infinite space-filling ar­
ray of identical copies of the sim ulation region. There are two consequences of this 
periodicity. The first is th a t an atom  th a t leaves the simulation region through a par­
ticular bounding face reenters through the opposite face. The second is th a t atoms 
lying within a distance rc (the cut-off radius for neighbour listing) of a boundary 
interact w ith atoms in an adjacent copy of the system, or, equivalently with atoms
near the opposite boundary.
The introduction of periodic boundaries has consequences for bo th  the integra­
tion of the equations of m otion and the interaction com putation of the particle- 
particle interactions. After each tim e step the x, y and z values of each particle are 
updated according to their velocity, acceleration and previous position. If an atom  
is found to  have moved outside the region (x  and y  directions only) its coordinates 
must be adjusted so th a t it reenters through the opposite boundary. Say for example 
th a t the x  coordinate of a  particle is defined to  lie between —L x/ 2  and L x f 2, where 
L x is the region size in the x  direction, then to adhere to  PBCs the following tests 
are carried out.
if  Xi >  L x/ 2 
then  Xi =  Xi — L x
The particle has reentered on the negative side.
if  Xi <  L xf  2 
then  Xi =  Xi +  L x
The particle reenters on the positive side. The y  direction is treated  in an identical 
manner.
The effect of PBCs on the interaction calculations appears in finding the com­
ponent separations A Xij and A y$j between pairs of atoms. In the above example 
this is equivalent to  asking whether |A xy | > L x / 2 .  If this is true the component 
separation of particles i and j  in the x  direction is altered according to  :
if  A x i j  > L X/ 2 
then  A x ^  =  A x , j  — L x
if  AX{j <  - L x/ 2 
then  A x ^  = A x ^  +  L x
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These are the set of rules used to apply Periodic Boundary Conditions. On 
examination it is clear th a t the maximum interaction range is lim ited to  L xf  2 in 
the example. This is not an im portant constraint since the Neighbour List cut-off 
radius is normally much smaller. In the current work rc is 25% of Lx and L y.
2.3 Neighbour Listing M ethod
The forces on any atom  in the sim ulation are due to every other atom  in the system. 
If, in calculating the force on an atom , every other particle is considered then this 
scheme is called A ll Pairs. The name is self-evident from the fact th a t all pairs of 
atoms are considered when calculating the force on a particu lar particle. This scheme 
of course only refers to  atom-atom  interactions. The Erkos potential, described in 
Chapter 3, includes atom-atom-atom  contributions also. In what follows A ll Pairs 
would be relabeled A ll Triplets. Any reference to  A ll Pairs will be analagous to  All 
Triplets. From the curves of the potentials given in C hapter 3, figures 3.17 and 3.18, 
it is clear th a t the pair potential energy approaches a value close to  zero beyond a 
certain pair separation. The slope of the curve in this region is also close to  zero, 
the slope corresponding to  the pair interaction force. This means th a t neighbours 
beyond this separation will exert substantially less force on an atom  compared with 
neighbours th a t are closer. For this reason it should be clear th a t the A ll Pairs 
m ethod is potentially very inefficient for regions th a t are relatively large. The All 
Pairs m ethod will include neighbours for which the interaction force is close to  zero. 
These neighbours can be om itted from the  force calculation w ithout any loss of 
accuracy. Excluding these ’long-distance’ neighbours in the force calculation is the 
m otivation for using the Neighbour Listing  method. As mentioned earlier the force 
calculation in MD  is normally the m ost expensive. A schematic diagram  of the  A ll 
Pairs and Neighbour Listing  m ethods are given in Figure 2.2 below. The Neighbour 
Listing m ethod involves creating an integer list of the indices of all neighbours within 
a given cut-off radius, r c, of a particle. This is repeated for every moveable particle 
in the region so th a t on completion every moveable atom  in the  sim ulation region 
has associated with it a list of the indices of all its neighbours th a t are within a
Figure 2.2: All pairs (a) and Neighbour Listing (b)
distance rc. An atoms index is an integer value, unique to  the atom , th a t is used 
to  refer to th a t particular particle. If eight hundred particles were involved, their 
indices would range from 0  - 799. A two-dimensional array would be sufficient to  
hold the Neighbour List, however the C  language structure da ta  type is used for 
clarity. An array of structures is then used, one structure for each moveable atom. 
Each structure contains an integer array which holds the neighbour indices and 
a  single integer variable which indicates the actual num ber of neighbours in the 
corresponding array. Fixed particles do not require a  neighbour list. These particles 
never move, therefore it would be pointless to  construct lists of neighbours for each 
of them . As mentioned earlier, a particle’s neighbour list contains a list of those 
nearest neighbours th a t are within a distance rc of th a t particle. Only a particle’s 
neighbour list entries are used in determ ining the net force on a particle.
The disadvantages of adopting Neighbour Listing are th a t storage needs to  be 
provided to  hold the list entries in memory and the neighbour lists of the moveable 
particles will need to  be rebuilt a t certain times during the MD  program. This is 
explained below.
If no extra  neighbours come within a distance rc of a  particular particle over 
a range of tim e steps then the same set of neighbours can be used for the force
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calculations over th a t range of tim e steps. This does not mean th a t the force on 
th a t particle will remain unchanged over this range since its neighbours positions 
will have changed a t every tim e step hence changing the particle’s local environment. 
If a new particle comes w ithin a distance r c of a  particle, the  neighbour list for th a t 
particle will have to be revised to allow for the ’new’ neighbour, ie. its neighbour 
list will have to be rebuilt. To avoid monitoring every paticle’s neighbours in this 
way, which would be com putationally expensive, the checking is done globally. The 
motion of every particle can be monitored by finding the  maximum velocity over 
all particles at each tim e step. The maximum distance th a t any particle in the 
crystal can move a t th a t tim e step is then given by the  product of the maximum 
velocity a t th a t tim e step and the value of the tim e step. If the maximum distance 
at each tim e step is summed over successive tim e steps then we have an effective 
measure of a  particles maximum distance traveled over a  range of tim e steps. If 
this summed maximum displacement exceeds a preset distance, then the moveable 
particle neighbour lists are rebuilt. This is the criterion used to  determine when the 
neighbour lists should be rebuilt. The preset distance is labeled A rc. Typically A rc 
is about 20 — 40% of the r c value. The optim um  value of A rc however will depend 
both on the system tem perature and the value of the tim e step.
The effect of introducing A rc into the construction of the neighbour lists is th a t 
now neighbours within a distance of rc +  A rc are included. The actual value of rc 
should still be chosen as described earlier in this section. Fig. 2.3 below shows a 
schematic diagram in 2 -D to  illustrate the included neighbours. Since A rc is the 
upper bound for the summed maximum displacement, no atom s beyond a distance 
of rc + A rc can move to  a distance of rc before the neighbour lists are rebuilt. This 
ensures th a t a particles list of neighbours can be used legitim ately over a  range of 
tim e steps when calculating the net force on th a t particle. It also greatly improves 
program efficiency since the neighbour lists now only require reconstruction every 
x  number of time steps. The frequency of reconstruction depends on the summed 
maximum displacement, hence this frequency will be higher for higher tem peratures 
where particles have higher velocities. To counteract this, one may need to  increase
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the value of A rc for higher tem peratures. This lowers the ra te  of neighbour list 
reconstruction. The optimum rebuilding ra te  is specific to the particular system.
The criterion for rebuilding every moveable particles neighbour list is formally 
given below. The index i  refers to every moveable particle.
if
J 2  M A X (v i) x  A t  > A rc
steps
then
Rebuild Neighbour l i s t s
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The quantity  A t, is the tim e step value. This test is evaluated a t each tim e step 
in a function called N ebrTest. The maximum displacement is the quantity  being 
summed over successive tim e steps, ie. maximum velocity times A t.
2.4 Integration M ethod
Integration of the equations of m otion is done using the Verlet algorithm  [10]. This 
is simply a m ethod of implementing Newton’s Laws of Motion. The integration for­
mulae applied to  each component (x  component shown only) of an atom s coordinates 
and velocities are :
Z„ + 1  =  x„ +  <*>»„ x A f +  x A t2 (5)
=  “V  +  ■((" ^ +  ^  x A t (6 )
The subscript n  represents the tim e step so th a t ’n ’ and ’n  +  1’ refer to  consecutive 
time steps. Both formulae are given for a particles x  component. The equations are 
identical for the y  and 2  components. The velocity and acceleration of the particle 
are labeled v and a. The acceleration an due to each pair interaction is calculated 
by inserting the relevant values into one of the two force expressions discussed in 
Chapter 3, sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, ie. the expressions derived from the Lennard- 
Jones potential or the Erko<r potentials.
2.5 Initial Conditions
In this section atom  and interaction types are explained. A detailed description is 
given on the initial coordinates, velocities and accelerations of each lattice particle. 
A separate program is developed to  calculate new particle V  component values re­
sulting in a  reduction of strain-heating during a typical MD  run. The exact m ethod 
of allocating correct component velocities m ade to  correspond to  a particular initial 
tem perature is shown. The initial component acceleration values are detailed with 
respect to  the Neighbour Listing m ethod, which is explained in more detail in sec­
tion 2.3.
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Atom and Interaction types
If a crystal la ttice is to be simulated then the actual crystal particles m ust be 
created. Creation of a particle simply involves allocating storage in the com puter 
memory which will hold the relevant particle variables ie. position, velocity and ac­
celeration. Another essential particle a ttrib u te  is a  particular atom s type. In the 
current project only two atom  types are considered, copper and lead. It is very 
im portant to  distinguish between the two since the atom s type determines how it 
interacts w ith its neighbours. Take for example a  copper atom  in an ideal Face 
Centred Cubic (FCC) lattice of other copper atoms. Assuming th a t the lattice is 
unstrained and in tem perature equilibrium the  atom  will oscillate in a small re­
gion, which is approximately spherical, about its corresponding FCC lattice site. 
Its neighbours will do likewise. If however th is copper atom  is replaced by a lead 
atom which is ’bigger’ (laxger nearest-neighbour distance) the surrounding copper 
neighbours will be repelled. The positions of the neighbours will reorganise and 
shift to  new positions which correspond to  a lower overall potential energy. Thus as 
can be seen from the example an atoms type, be it copper or lead, is a vital piece of 
information when considering the force between a particle and its neighbours. Since 
the system at hand has two atom  types there are three possible atom-atom  inter­
actions. These are copper-copper, copper-lead and lead-lead. Note th a t there are 
23 three-body possibilities however w ith regard to  the Erkoq potential the three-body 
part is expressed as a sum of weighted two-body terms. This is why the discussion 
is limited to  two-body potentials.
A full set of interaction param eters are required for each of the possible particle 
interactions. These are read into the program  as part of initialisation. A structure 
type variable in the C  programming language is used to  hold each set while an 
array of these structures allows all three sets to  be stored and referenced easily. 
The copper-copper, copper-lead and lead-lead param eters are stored in this order 
respectively. Since arrays in C  are indexed starting with element zero there is
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an obvious choice of values to designate the three possible interaction types. The 
copper-copper interaction is assigned an integer value of zero, copper-lead a value of 
one and lead-lead a value of two. These are the three interaction types which allow 
access to  the correct set of interaction param eters. The interaction type (0 ,1 ,2 ) is 
used as the index for the Param eter array.
The next question is how to  compute an interaction type? If the particle type 
copper (CU) is assigned a value of 0 and lead (PB) a value of 2 then there is an 
easy way of calculating interaction types from the constituent particle types. This 
is done by averaging the atom -types of the  two atoms involved in the interaction. 
The two possible particle types are assigned as follows:
CU =  0 
PB =  2
The table below shows how interaction types are arrived at using the  constituent 
particle types.
Interaction average Interaction T ype
cu-cu 0 + 02 0
CU-PB 0+ 22 1
PB-PB 2 + 22 2
By using the resulting interaction type as an index for the param eter array the 
relevant set of param eters axe accessed. In  an involved force calculation as occurs 
w ith the Erkos potential this is a useful reference system.
O ther particle variables, although not essential, are fix-free and layer. These axe 
integer values th a t define a particles ability to  move freely and the layer to  which 
it belongs respectively. A particle with a fix-free value of zero is fixed whereas a 
particle with a fix-free value of one is free to  move. A particle in the lowermost (2 = 0 ) 
layer is assigned a layer value of zero w ith ’higher’ layers given increasing integer 
values. A particles fix-free and layer values help w ith analysing the ou tput of the 
program as well as debugging.
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2.5.1 Initialising particle variables
The im portant variables in a molecular dynamics (M D ) program are the component 
positions, velocities and accelerations. During a typical M D  run these are the values 
th a t ’flow’ and change as tim e is advanced. These variables change w ith every 
tim e step according to  Newton’s Laws of motion hence giving rise to  the term  
Molecular Dynamics. This enables an experimenter to  sim ulate the tim e evolution 
of a  physical system m aking it a  very useful m ethod for modeling the dynamic 
and static properties of a particular system. The static  properties usually involve 
the extraction of a system configuration a t zero Kelvin. To reduce the systems 
tem perature to  OK the kinetic energy of each particle m ust be continously reduced. 
This is done by scaling down the component velocities of each particle a t preset 
intervals of time. This is analagous to  putting  the system  in contact w ith a heat 
sink. In the current project this is exactly the case w ith enough extraction of 
kinetic energy to  ensure reasonable spatial resolution between individual layers and 
splittings of layers (’sublayers’). A layer can split into several separate layers called 
sublayers. These sublayers are more easily discernable if there is minimal random  
atom  displacement due to  an atoms tem perature. As a particles kinetic energy is 
continuosly reduced it occupies a sphere of oscillation of decreasing radius. The 
main motivation in doing this is to  pinpoint the exact equilibrium positions of the 
addlayer lead atoms. In practice a tem perature of around 10-20K will suffice for 
the desired resolution in position. This range however is very dependent on the 
particular system.
Note th a t it is very im portant to initialise the lattice a t a tem perature very much 
greater than the final 10-20K range mentioned. The reason for this will be explained 
below.
2.5.2 Initial positions
The current system involves a Face Centred Cubic (100) copper lattice substrate 
with various lead overlayer structures being laid on ’top ’. The ’top ’ is th a t surface
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which has the  maximum z value. The 2  direction is norm al to  the  copper surface 
with positive 2  going in the direction from surface to  vacuum.
The simulation region is the range of x , y and z values through which the particles 
in the system can move. The lowermost (smallest z value, z =  0) particles of the 
copper substrate are not perm itted  to move and this as a result negates the need 
to  calculate the net forces on these atoms as the sim ulation advances in time. This 
improves the  program ’s efficiency since the force calculation in M D  is usually the 
most expensive. These atoms will however be included when calculating the forces 
on atoms th a t are above the bo ttom  layer and free to  move. This fixed layer serves 
to  anchor the  lattice creating a  rigid base. Any relaxation of near-surface layers 
will occur relative to this fixed layer which mimics the real case where the infinite 
internal extent of bulk copper is practically unaffected by the  presence of the surface. 
The fixed layer forms the first of 4 copper substrate layers . The upper 3 layers are 
free to move (non-fixed). Once the substrate layers have been created the adlayer 
of lead or lead/copper alloy is deposited on the upperm ost substrate  layer. The 
exact x  and y coordinates of the adlayer are read in from a pre-prepared file. The 
z values of each layer are read in from a separate file due to  reasons described in 
the following Section. The region size in the x-y plane is 10 x 10 copper FCC unit 
cells. Each substrate layer consists of 200 copper atoms. As mentioned above there 
are 4 copper substrate layers. The num ber of atoms in an adlayer of lead is less 
than  200 since there are less lead atom s per unit area compared w ith copper. The 
reconstruction being considered is determ ined by which adlayer input file is used to 
assign the adlayer x  and y  values. The num ber of adlayer particles also needs to 
be specified in the program so th a t sufficient storage space is allocated to  hold the 
adlayer variables.
The substrate copper layers are given layer by layer x  and y  values th a t corre­
spond to a Face Centred Cubic lattice. The cell edge length, a, is calculated from the 
nearest-neighbour distance of the particu lar potential energy function. An FCC cell 
face is shown below. The diagonal length is twice the nearest-neighbour distance. 
This results in a cell edge length of \ / 2  x rnn, where rnn is the nearest-neighbour
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Figure 2.4: FCC (100) face
A Face Centred Cubic lattice can be reproduced by associating each point of a 
Simple Cubic lattice w ith three other basis atom s which sit a t the centre of the three 
nearest faces of the cubic unit cell. The FCC unit cell has the same dimensions as 
the underlying cubic unit cell however the FCC unit cell is more dense containing a 
to ta l of 4 atoms while the corresponding cubic structure has one atom  per unit cell. 
The number density is thus given by :
pN =  4 /a 3
This is for bulk copper where the underlying cubic unit cell is an exact cube. Near 
to  the surface where relaxation effects occur, the FCC cell differs slightly from the 
perfect FCC structure. The cell edge length in the z direction is slightly smaller 
than the bulk value. This is due to  the surface layers relaxing in a  direction normal 
to  the surface. This is the reason th a t bulk FCC ’z ’ values cannot be applied to  the 
current system.
If the surface consists of a  pure copper layer there are no surface effects in the 
x  and y  directions. This fact changes however when the pure surface copper layer 
is replaced by a species other than copper, such as lead. This occurs because the 
lead layer does not sit ’comfortably’ on the copper substrate. Lead has a much 
larger nearest-neighbour (32% greater) separation which results in a  shifting of most
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near-surface atoms and surface atoms to  more energetically favourable positions, 
specifically to  positions th a t correspond to  a lower to ta l potential energy. This is 
one of the main topics of interest in this project.
The x  and y values of the  substrate are assigned values th a t correspond with a 
perfect FCC lattice. This is done by creating a simple cubic lattice w ith edge length 
a. Note th a t to begin with the perfect FCC lattice is created and only after are the 
z positions of each layer changed to  accomodate the near-surface strain  effects. The 
number of FCC unit cells in each of the component directions is specified by the 
three numbers N x, N y and N z. Thus the region size is determ ined by the required 
number of FCC unit cells. This will also determ ine the num ber of substrate particles 
to  be included. The unit cell edge length, which is the same in each direction to 
begin with, is given by A x, A y and A z. Since the z positions will la ter be changed, 
as mentioned above, the 2  cell edge length turns out to  be somewhat unnecessary. 
Using the number of cells in each component direction and the cell edge length in 
each direction a cubic lattice can easily be produced. The coordinates of the cubic 
lattice points are given below.
Cubic coordinates :
(fix ^  , Hy X Ay , 71 % X A z) (7)
for
n x e { 0 , . . . , N x } 
ny *= { ■ ■ ■ > Ny  }
n z E { 0 , . . . ,  N z }
To convert this Cubic lattice into a Face Centred Cubic lattice, three basis coor­
dinates, corresponding to  basis particles, m ust be associated with each pure cubic 
coordinate given in equation (7). The basis coordinates associated w ith the cubic 
coordinate given in (7) are as follows.
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Basis coordinates
(nx x A x + A x/ 2  , n y x A y +  A y /2  , n z x A z ) (8 )
(Tix x  A x -t- A x/ 2  , Tiy x  Ay , n z x A.z -I-  A z /2)  (9 )
(n* x A x , n y x  A y + A y/ 2  , n z x A z +  A z /2 )  (10)
Using this scheme a perfect FCC lattice is formed. The z  coordinates however need 
to  be altered due to  surface effects as explained below. The coordinates given for 
the above FCC lattice correspond to  bulk copper.
2.5.3 R elaxation strain effects
Initially the z  positions of the individual layers are assigned values th a t correspond 
to  bulk copper positions as shown above in equations (8-10). It is assumed th a t the 
layers relax during the running of the program  to  positions th a t take surface effects 
into account, ie. relaxation of surface layers due to  the proxim ity of a free surface. 
This indeed happened however the initial bulk z  values turned out to  be relatively 
far from the equilibrium minimum-energy values. W ith  such starting  coordinates 
the lattice is effectively strained in the z  direction. During the course of the program 
as the layers relax and approach their ’preferred’ positions there is a translation of 
the initial excess potential energy (strain) to  kinetic energy. This results in a large 
tem perature rise of the system. The tem perature increased so drastically in fact 
tha t the surface adlayer coordinates were completely disordered. This corresponds 
to  the melting of the adlayer. The ideal s tarting  tem perature should be close to  but 
less than  the m elting tem perature of the adlayer. To avoid th is initial strain-heating, 
a separate program  (BEST_Zs) was developed to  find initial z  layer values th a t would 
correspond to  a lower initial strain in the z  direction.
The strain in the lattice corresponds to  an excess potential energy in the system. 
To reduce this strain  the layers are moved to  new z  values which give a lower 
global potential energy (GPE). The x  and y values rem ain unchanged, the reason 
for which was explained in the section on periodic boundary conditions, section 
2.2. This procedure of finding a configuration of lower global potential energy is
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identical to the M onte Carlo (MC) m ethod however the precision required for the 
current purposes are not as accurate as those found in a typical MC m ethod. A 
crude m ethod for arriving a t a  lower potential energy is adopted. Each moveable 
layer is moved repeatedly until a lower G PE occurs. The corresponding z  value is 
recorded. On exiting, this program will have a  new 2  value for each moveable layer 
in the system. Using these new z  values there will be less initial strain-heating of 
the crystal in the main MD  program. Once the initial heating is lim ited to a value 
below the melting tem perature of the adlayer, typically around 500K, then the new 
layer z  positions were accepted as the initial z  values. Separate runs of th is BEST_Zs 
program were run for each of the three lead adlayer reconstructions studied, as well 
as for both the Lennard-Jones and Erkoq- potentials.
Figure 2.5: Flow diagram  of BEST_Zs program
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program is given in Fig. 2.5 below. Care was taken not to  reduce the strain  in 
the z direction too severely. The reason is th a t the final s ta te  of a system in a 
MD  simulation can depend strongly on the initial state. Now, referring back to  the 
BEST_Zs program, the G PE is reduced by varying the layer z  positions. If the G PE is 
reduced too much the resulting system may well have a configuration sitting  in a local 
minimum G PE state. Figure 2.6 below shows this schematically. In order for the 
system to achieve the G PE minimum configuration it needs to  ’ju m p ’ the adjacent 
energy barrier. If there is sufficient sampling of the configuration space the G PE 
minimum will be achieved. This translates into w hether the particles of the lattice 
have enough kinetic energy to  sample various locations. This is the m otivation in 
the Monte Carlo m ethod for starting  a t a  relatively high tem perature. A sim ulated 
annealing process then allows M C  to  approach a  G PE  minimum configuration.
Figure 2.6: G PE vs  configuration (arb. units)
To avoid GPE local m inim a only enough strain  is extracted so th a t the result­
ing strain heating is lim ited to  a value ju s t below the adlayer melting points. This 
maximises the chances of the system evolving towards a  global minimum PE con­
figuration. One could argue th a t if the tem perature of the system was raised to  
the same level, to ju s t below the m elting point, by scaling up the velocities th a t an 
equivalent sampling of configuration space would be achieved. In practice the pres­
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ence of initial strain, ie. non-ideal initial positions, proved more effective in achieving 
a lower final G PE than  did any heating of the system to  a comparable initial state. 
Hence it was im portant th a t the strain  reducing program, BEST.Zs, did not reduce 
the G PE excessively.
2.5.4 In itia l velocities
The initial velocity of each particle determines the s tarting  tem perature of the sys­
tem. Taking into account th a t there will be strain-heating, the setting of an initial 
tem perature by assigning initial velocities becomes a second determ inant of the over­
all tem perature. As mentioned in the previous section the equilibrium tem perature 
should level out at a value below th a t which would cause the adlayer to  melt. The 
exact adlayer melting point varies w ith the different adlayer reconstructions [6 ], The 
tem perature of a system of N  moveable atoms is determ ined from :
\ N k , T  =  ¿  ¿ m ,» ,2 ( 1 1 )
where
v =  velocity m agnitude of particle i 
m  = mass of particle i 
N  =  num ber of moveable paxticles 
T  =  system tem perature 
kf, =  Boltzmanns constant
The individual velocities in a  real sytem  vary according to a  Maxwell-Boltzmann 
(MB) distribution w ith the systems Temperature corresponding to  the average ki­
netic energy over all N  atom s (equation 11). Ideally one would think th a t the 
initial velocity magnitudes should be assigned according to  a M B  d istribution how­
ever there is no need since any initial velocity distribution will quickly approach a 
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution as tem perature equilibrium is reached. The initial 
distribution used is simply a delta  function w ith every particle assigned the same ki­
netic energy hence resulting in an identical average kinetic energy for the complete
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system. This simplifies velocity allocation when a particu lar initial tem perature 
is required. W ith a specified tem perature T , the particle velocity m agnitudes are 
found from equation (11) above. Since every particle receives the same kinetic en­
ergy, equation (1 1 ) becomes :
\N k bT  = i  N m t f  
yielding the velocity m agnitude :
Vi =  \jzk \,T /m i (1 2 )
Using equation (12), velocity m agnitudes were computed for both  the  copper and 
lead atoms.
The velocity magnitudes must be split into the component velocities vx, vy and 
vz . Component velocities are allowed positive and negative values thus enabling 
movement in both  directions along a component axis. The velocity m agnitude v is 
related to  its components by :
v = s jv l + v$ + v'i (13)
The directions and actual am plitudes of the component velocities are assigned ran­
domly as described below while satisfying equation (13). Using two random  numbers 
7*1 and r 2 (0  <  r L, r 2 <  1 ) and a velocity m agnitude v, component velocities were 
assigned as follows :
v% = r\ x v 2 
Vy =  ( 1  — r i)  x r2 x v 2 
v\ — (1 -  n )  x (1 -  r 2) x v 2
This ensures th a t v 2 is randomly split among Vy and v \  in the ratio
r i  : r-i : 1  -  r i  -  r 2
while satisfying equation (13). Random directions are achieved simply by multiply­
ing the component velocities by a random  number th a t is either + 1  or —1 .
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After the initial velocities have been set there is a non-zero net m om entum  in 
each of the component directions. This momentum m ust be reset to  zero so as to 
prevent any possible flow of particles accross the periodic boundaries or any spurious 
effects caused as a result of having a fixed zero m om entum  bo ttom  layer and non-zero 
momentum in the upper layers.
In order to  reset the to ta l momentum to  zero the  to ta l m om entum  in each 
direction Px, Py and Pz m ust be calculated using a  sum over every moveable particle,
P1 =  Y l m i x  vi
i
The subscript 7  represents any of the three component directions. The value N  in 
this case is the to ta l num ber of moveable particles. The to ta l excess component 
momentum, P7, divided by the number of moveable particles N ,  corresponds to  the 
excess momentum per atom. This quantity  is labeled p1.
P-r =  P -r /N
This excess m omentum per atom  is subtracted from the  m om enta of each par­
ticle. This simply means a loop over every moveable particle i and subtracting the 
excess momentum, ie.
v] = v j  -  P j/n if
The resulting velocity adjustm ents mean th a t the initial tem perature will have 
been affected. To regain the correct initial tem perature the component velocities 
are scaled accordingly. This final scaling of the velocities has no effect on the net 
momentum which remains zero.
2.5.5 Initial accelerations
The initial acceleration components ax , ay and az are determ ined according to  the 
initial positions explained in section 2.5.2. The acceleration components can be 
calculated independently since the force on an atom  can be resolved into the three
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component directions. The superposition of the component forces result in a net 
force on the atom. The acceleration of particle i in the 7  direction is related to  the 
net force on it, / ? ,  in th a t direction by :
f i  = m a ]  (14)
where
/ 7  =  net 7  component force on particle i 
rrii =  mass of particle i
a7 =  net 7  component acceleration of particle i
The net force on particle i is determ ined by its interaction with its neighbours. 
Specifically those nearest-neighbours th a t are w ithin a given cut-off radius, rc , of 
the particle itself. Neighbours within this sphere are the only particles considered 
when calculating the net force on particle i, which is a t the centre of the sphere. 
As will be explained C hapter 3, the larger the atom-atom  separation the  less force 
they exert on each other. The potential energy of one particle in an atom -atom  
interaction is given by the particular potential energy (PE) function used.
As mentioned in Section 2.3, the force on an atom  is due only to  those particles 
listed in its neighbour list. Therefore the  force calculation, which results in the 
component net accelerations, simply involves a set of two loops. The first loop steps 
through the indices of each of the moving particles in the lattice while the second 
internal loop steps through the indices of every neighbour of a particular particle. 
Each neighbour contributes to  a net acceleration, which is summed in this internal 
loop. The following loop structure is used to evaluate the net two-body forces on 
every particle due to  the neighbours listed in their respective neighbour lists.
L oop  (i =  0 To N um Particles) {
L oop  (Nebr =  0 To NumNebrs ) {
Calculate force on particle i due to  the N ebr  particle.
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}The Erkos force calculation requires an extra  internal loop in order to  evaluate 
the three-body contributions to  the net force. The two outer loops are identical to  
those explained above. The th ird  loop, which is the innerm ost loop, is needed to  step 
through the indices of every neighbour in the particles neighbour list while avoiding 
identical neighbours and identical neighbour-neighbour pairs. The following loop 
combination ensures th a t every pair of neighbours is considered once a t most.
Loop (i =  0 To NumParticles) {
Loop (F irstN eb r  =  0 To (NumNebrs — 1)) {
Loop (SecondNebr =  (F irs tN eb r  +  1) To NumNebrs) {
Calculate force on particle i  due to firs tN ebr-SecondN ebr  pair.
}
}
Using this loop structure the pair combinations are produced when needed avoiding 
the necessity to  store combinations of neighbour pairs explicitly.
2.6 Program Flow
In this section the program  flow is explained. The sequence of operations will be 
given, each main operation having been explained in earlier sections of this Chapter. 
Some of the main preset values set at the beginning of the simulation include :
Temperature Tem perature in degrees Kelvin
NUMSTEPS Number of tim e steps
TIMESTEP Actual reduced tim e step value
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MAXNUMPARTICLES Maximum number of particles 
N um Particles Actual number of particles
NUMLEADATOMS Number of adlayer atoms
Nebr_R Neighbour List cut-off radius, rc
Nebr_dR Neighbour List outer shell w idth, A rc
Initially the reduced mass values of copper and lead are set, ie.
Mass[CU] =  63.546 amu 
Mass [PB] =  207.200 amu
The param eters for the particular potential being used are then  read in from a file. 
The initial velocities are then set as described in Section 2.5.4. The initial positions 
described in Section 2.5.2 are then allocated. The z  values are read in from a file 
created by the BEST_Zs program as explained in Section 2.5.3. To ensure th a t there 
is no net flow of particles with respect to  the fixed layer, the net m om entum  is 
set to  zero as detailed in Section 2.5.4. The moveable particle’s neighbour lists are 
then constructed, this is explained in Section 2.3. The acceleration components are 
initialised using the newly created neighbour lists as described in Sections 2.5.5. At 
this point all sim ulation initialisation is complete.
A time-loop is now required to step the system forward in time. The Verlet 
algorithm allows successive coordinates and velocities to  be calculated at each tim e 
step. The force expressions given in C hapter 3, sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, are used to  
evaluate the component forces at each tim e step. These acceleration values are then 
used in the Verlet function to  update positions and velocities according to  Section 
2.4. The essential operations repeated in the  tim e loop are given below.
1. The summed maximum displacement variable, initialised a t zero, is checked 
with respect to  the neighbour-listing criteria given in Section 2.3. According 
to the value of this variable the neighbour lists may need to  be rebuilt.
2. The Verlet function updates the particle coordinates and velocities by com­
bining formula (5) and (6 ) given in Section 2.4 with the  results of the force
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function which calculates the net component forces on each atom . Note th a t 
the Verlet velocity formula involves successive (in tim e) acceleration compo­
nents which means th a t the force function needs to  be called in the ’m iddle’ 
of the Verlet adjustm ent. New coordinates in the x  and y directions are sub­
jected to Periodic Boundary Conditions as explained in Section 2.2.1. The 
kinetic energy is also calculated on exiting the Verlet function which will be 
used to  give the  tem perature of the system at th a t  particular tim estep. The 
tim e variable is incremented by the value of the tim e step.
3. Finally the Properties function is called which calculates the instantaneous 
tem perature, the tem perature a t th a t tim e step, as well as an average of the 
tem perature. The instantaneous tem perature versus tim e d a ta  is also printed 
to  a file.
On exiting the time-loop the coordinates of every particle are printed to  a file 
for analysis. A flow chart of the program is given in Fig. 2.7 below.
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Figure 2.7: MD flow diagram.
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Chapter 3 Theory
3.1 Introduction
The first section of this chapter describes the three different superstructures th a t 
form when sub-monolayer coverages of lead are deposited on the ( 1 0 0 ) face of copper. 
In order of increasing coverage the three structures are as follows:
s t r u c tu r e cov erag e
c(4x4) 0.375
c(2 x 2 ) 0.5
c(5 \/2  x \/2 )R 45 0 0 .6
The exact details of the c(2x2) and c(5 \/2  x \/2)R45° superstructures are well 
established. The exact structure of the c(4x4) however is less obvious and has been 
the subject of much study in recent years.
In section 3.5 the potential energy functions (PEF) are given. The corresponding 
force expressions are also presented. In the  case of the Lennard-Jones potential a 
full derivation of the force expression is given. The Erko<; derivation for the force 
can be found in Appendix A.
3.2 The c(4x4 ) structure
Based on Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) a chain model was proposed for the 
structure of the c(4x4) reconstruction [2]. This model became especially plausable 
after the tendency of lead atoms to  form chains leading to  one-dimensional epitaxy 
was dem onstrated by Dreschler[8 ]. The chain model consists of parallel chains of 
lead atoms with adjacent chains separated by a distance of y/ 2  times the lattice 
constant along a chain, as shown in Fig. 3.8. The channels between the  lead chains 
are unoccupied.
In an STM study [3], a  surface alloy model was proposed for the  c(4x4) re­
construction, despite the fact th a t lead and copper are immiscible in the bulk. A
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Figure 3.8: c(4x4) hollow chain model [2]
new model was pu t forward where the corner atoms of the c(4x4) unit cell were 
situated on bridge sites. This would result in every th ird  lead atom  along a chain 
to  be slightly raised. This was indeed observed as can be seen from the STM image 
in figure 3.9 below. I t was noted th a t at coverages above 0  =  0.375 copper islands 
formed which indicated a dealloying of the c(4x4) structure.
The formation of a surface alloy would require lead atoms to  be embedded into 
the copper substrate. Evidence for the embedding of lead was found [3] a t very low 
coverages (0  =  0.03). The STM image obtained, figure 3.10 below, shows various 
bright spots which rem ain stable and visible for up to a few minutes implying th a t 
they were lodged in the surface and embedded. The height of the lead atom  was 
found to be 0 .6 Â which is much less th an  the substrate inter-layer spacing, thus 
indicating th a t the lead was embedded. A low energy electron spectroscopy (LEED) 
I/V  calculation was undertaken [4] to  determ ine the most probable structure for the 
c(4x4) reconstruction. Three R -f a c to r s  ,Rp, R z j  and R d e  were used to  evaluate a 
particular model. The lower the value of the  respective R -f a c to r s  for a model the 
better the comparison between the model I/V  curves and the experimental ones. 
Three different models were considered, the  vacancy model, the chain model and 
the alloy model. Based on STM results the  vacancy model was discarded. Figure
3.11 shows both  the chain and alloy models including corner atoms situated  on both 
the hollow and bridge sites.
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Figure 3.9: c(4x4) bridge alloy STM and model [3]
W ith the  chain model the Pb-Pb separation is 3% less than  th a t found in bulk 
lead. Inter-chain distance (5.112A) is much larger than  the atom -atom  separation 
(3.408A) along a chain for equally spaced atoms
One explanation for the inter-chain spacing lies in the possibility of surface al­
loying suggested by the STM study of P b  on C u ( l l l )  [9].
The initial atom  positions for the alloy calculations involved copper atoms taking 
on bulk-like positions bu t w ith the  possibility of lateral and vertical relaxation to 
avoid unrealistic Cu-Pb or Cu-Cu separations. The presence of copper chains makes 
any zig-zag displacement of P b  atom s quite unlikely. Longitudinal displacements of 
lead atoms are allowed. The results of the LEED I/V  calculation are given below.
0 W « 0 * M 2
«M O M tO M t
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Figure 3.10: Embedded lead on copper (100) [3]
M O D E L R d e R P
chain model (bridge sites) 0.530 0.708
chain model (hollow sites) 0.519 0.599
alloy model (bridge sites) 0.492 0.528
alloy model (hollow sites) 0.347 0.307
From the table it is clear th a t the hollow sites for the corner atom s of the  unit 
cell were favoured over the bridge sites for both  the  chain and alloy models. The 
hollow site alloy model agrees most closely w ith experim ental I /V  curves yielding 
the lowest set of R-factors. A diagram  of the exact positions of the hollow site alloy 
model atom  positions is shown in figure 3.12 below. The diagram  shows lead chains 
with adjacent chains differing by a distance along a chain of y/ 2  times the lattice 
constant. Also the copper chains, which are between lead chains, are m odulated 
w ith a  periodicity of approximately 8  atoms. The exact details of this m odulation 
were examined in the current study, the results of which are presented in chapter 4. 
The details of the displacements in the z  direction are also given.
The STM study by Nagl et al [3] suggests th a t unit cell corner atoms lie on 
bridge sites. There is a clear contradiction with the LEED study [4].
A further STM study [5] was undertaken which revealed more evidence th a t the 
c(4x4) reconstruction is a surface alloy. It was noted th a t in a  given region 52 ± 5 %  
of the area was occupied by a m onotatom ic copper step while the rest was c(4x4). 
The simplest in terpretation is th a t a surface alloy of P b 3 Cu4 is formed which would 
account for the migration of half a copper layer leading to  the formation of a c(4x4)
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Fig. 3. Left site: chain model in hollow and bridge site. Right 
side: CuPb alloy layer, Pb in the bridge and in the hollow sites.
Figure 3.11: c(4x4) chain and alloy models [4]
alloy domain and a copper step. The alloy model was thus asserted.
A Monte Carlo sim ulation [6 ] revealed, in agreement w ith G authier et al [4] 
figure 2.4, th a t a m odulation of copper atom s occurs w ith a periodicity of approxi­
mately 8  atoms.
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Figure 3.12: c(4x4) hollow alloy model with copper m odulation [4]
3.3 The c (2x2 ) structure
The c(2 x 2 ) structure forms at a coverage of © =  0.5. The exact structure is well 
established bu t is given for completeness. Figure 3.13 below shows the exact form 
of the c(2x2) superstructure. The c(2x2) reconstruction is a common structure for 
the deposition of a m etal on the (1 0 0 ) face of copper [11], [12].
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Figure 3.13: c(2x2) reconstruction
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3.4 The c(5 \ /2  x \/2)R450 structure
The earliest model for the c(5 \/2  x  \/2 )R 45 0 structure [1] is shown in figure 3.14. 
This model assumes a uniform hexagonal lead overlayer. The c(5 \/2  x \/2)R45°
Figure 3.14: Henrion and Rhead c(5y/2 x  \/2)R45° model [1]
structure forms a t a coverage of 0  =  0.6. At the lower coverage of 0  =  0.5 the 
c(2 x 2 ) superstructure forms. As the  coverage is increased from 0  =  0.5 it is pro­
posed th a t anti-phase boundaries are inserted into the  c(2 x 2 ) structure [3]. At 
0  =  0 .6  the anti-phase boundaries are equally spaced w ith three rows of the c(2 x 2 ) 
structure being separated by anti-phase domain boundaries. The STM image, shown 
in figure 3.15, obtained by Nagl et al [3] confirms the anti-phase domain boundary 
model. A diagram of the anti-phase model for the c(5 \/2  x \/2)R 45 0 structure [5] 
is given in figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.15: c(5\/2 x V 2 ) R 4 o °  STM result [3]
Figure 3.16: Anti-phase domain boundary model [5]
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3.5 Description o f potentials
Two potential energy functions are used in the  current project. The first function is a 
two-body Lennard-Jones potential [6 ], The second is a three-body Erko<; potential
[7]. The force on a particle is found by differentiating the respective potential 
energy function (PEF) w ith respect to position. In m athem atical term s the force 
on a particle is the negative of the gradient of the PE F, ie.
f  =  - W
f  -  _
d x 1 d y  d z
where
f  = force
V  =  Potential energy function
x , y , z  =  component directions
—4
i ,j ,k  =  unit vectors
The to ta l force on a particle is due to  the  interaction w ith all other particles in 
the region thus the gradient must be computed for each of the surrounding particles.
3.5.1 Lennard-Jones potential energy function
The Lennard-Jones (LJ) P E F  is given [6 ] by the expression,
f  ( rrmn rrm 1
=  ”  n ^ j  (15)
where
6 =  potential energy well depth
a  =  characteristic distance for PE F  
n, m =  numerical variable exponents 
r,j =  separation of particles i and j
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Equation (15) gives the potential energy of particle i due to  particle j .  The distance 
between the two particles, is calculated using,
Tij =  \ [ { X i -  Xj) 2 +  {Vi -  Vj) 2 +  (Zi -  Zj) 2
or
n j  =  / A x l  +  A  ¡ ¡ |  +  A 4
where
A Xij = Xi — Xj ... etc.
The force on particle i due to particle j  is labeled fy. The force becomes,
f*  - -  d~ £ l  -  -  i r £ <16>
If r 7  is to  represent x, y  or z, then the derivative d V ^ /d r]  is a  general form for 
the partial derivatives in (16). For r]  =  then A r]j — Xi — Xj.
The LJ PE F can be w ritten as,
Vii =  - i -  {<7’“% ’”" -  n<r”V }
Tl J.
Differentiating this expression w ith respect to  r]  we get, 
dVu — € j „ mn , m r m- 1 I (ir*
r i - n - U  m n < 7  «  S r 7  +  r »  d r ? J  1 0dr;
We now need d r ^ /d r ] .  Taking r?  =  a;* then,
n j  =  v ^ T -  z j ) 2 +  ( y i  -  Vj)'2 +  f a  -  Zj)2 
The derivative with respect to  a:, becomes,
drij _  Xi — Xj
dXi \j(x i -  X j)2 +  (yi -  y j) 2 +  (zi -  Z j f
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Substituting back into (17) we get,
a n
dr7
which reduces to
or in general,
drjj _  A 
dr7  Tij
(18)
i j  e ( —m n a mn . ~ m n a m .
1 + A
9 K
dr7
ij _  m ne ( —a mn a m ) A r]j
1 n  -  1 {  r% n +  r f j  J r%
The force on particle i due to particle j  in the 7  direction, f - ,  is given by,
r  =  m ne ( a mn a m 1 Ar?-
n - l \ r % n r f j ]  r f j  K J
The x  component, for example, of the force would be,
dVa/ i j  _  m n e  ( a mn a m  )  Xj — X j
Xi n  -  1 \  r l j n r ™  J r j,J dxi
Using expression (19) the net component force, F / ,  on any particle i, can be evalu­
ated using a  com putational loop over all j  particles ie.
F? =  E  ig  (2 0 )
j:jfr
where N  is the to tal num ber of particles in the region. Expression (20) was used 
in the simulation to evaluate the net component force F j ,  on each particle for the 
Lennard-Jones potential. The necessary param eters for the Lead-Copper system are 
given in the table below [6 ].
m n e(eV) <r(A)
CU-CU 5 1 . 1 0.22405 2.7386
CU-PB 5 1.25 0.1877539 3.176776
PB-PB 5 1.4 0.1572831 3.615
Figure 3.17 below shows a  plot of the Cu-Cu potential energy function.
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Figure 3.17: Lennard-Jones PE F  for Cu-Cu
3.5.2 E r k o q  p otentia l energy function
The Erkoi; potential [7] is a  three-body potential. This means th a t when calculating 
the force on a particle i, all pairs of atoms (j and k) m ust be considered while 
excluding particle i. The expression which gives the potential energy of a particle i 
due to particles j  and k  is given by,
Vi,jk =  Uij +  Uik + C3Uijfijk + C3Uikfikj +  C3Ujk f jki (21)
where
and
= C2A | ^ exP ( -2o!^ )  -  5 :r 2r 0
M ^
S - e x p t - a - f )
ij r 0 )
fijk  =  exp(-
rlk +  r2jk
)
The force on particle i due to  particles j  and k is found by differentiating (21) 
with respect to  x ,y  or z. If r 7  denotes x ,y  or z  then the force expression f ^ fc is 
given by,
f l jk =  C2AAr]jUijTij{2rij -  1) +  C2A A r lu i kTik{2Tik -  1)
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where
+ C3C2A fy kT,i -  1) + A r,> w(2m  -  1)1
f o A  r?- 1
+ C3C2A fijkrik -  1) + Ar]ku;ik(2rik -  l ) j
+  2C3C2A fjkirjkro2(rjk -  1)(ArJ +  Ar7 ) (22)
=  r a ~  rb
2 a  n
^aij — ~ 2  "t" ~2~
r 0 rab
r 2 ab'^  =  » o ^ e x p i - a - f )
r o
=  ex p (~ r “ 7 r ^ )
*o
«  =  loge(2 )
Using expression (22) the component force f ^ fc experienced by particle i due to
particles j  and k can be evaluated. This procedure is repeated for all pairs j  and k
resulting in a  net component force, F j ,
*7 =  E  (23)
where AT is the to ta l num ber of particles.
c 2 <h A(eV) r 0 (A) n
cu-cu 0.1930176 -0.1261549 8.04 2 . 2 2 1.801698
CU-PB 0.3255652 -0.2657175 5.2284 2.575 2.612319
PB-PB 0.4581129 -0.4052801 3.4 2.93 3.422940
The param eters of the Erko<; potential for the Lead-Copper system are given in the 
table above.
Figure 3.18 below shows a plot of the two-body part of the  Erkot, potential.
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Figure 3.18: Erkoc PEF for Cu-Cu
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Chapter 4 Results and Conclusions
In this C hapter the results of the current Molecular Dynamics simulation of the 
deposition of Pb on the (100) face of Copper are presented. The three possible 
reconstructions, c(4x4), c(2x2) and c(5 \/2  x \/2)R 450 are considered using both 
the Lennard-Jones [6 ] and Erkoç [7] potentials.
4.1 The c(4 x 4) structure
This section contains the  results of the MD simulation of the  c(4 x 4) reconstruc­
tion, when modeled using both  the two-body Lennard-Jones and three-body Erkoç 
potentials. The initial lead positions for every MD run of the c(4 x 4) structure 
was set to the hollow alloy model shown in figure 3.11. I t  was im portant th a t there 
was sufficient initial tem perature in the system, while rem aining below the overlayer 
melting point, to  ensure effective sampling of configuration space, and thereby re­
ducing the possibility of the system settling in a local minimum potential energy 
configuration. The alloy copper was deposited in a straight line along the troughs, 
in the hollow sites, between lead chains. There are four results presented, two re­
sults obtained using the Lennard-Jones potential and two results obtained using the 
Erkoç potential. The final positions of the alloyed copper atoms were also analysed.
4.1.1 Lennard-Jones c(4 x 4) M D  results
In this section the results of the simulation of the c(4 x  4) reconstruction are given 
when modeled using the two-body Lennard-Jones potential energy function. The 
initial alloy configuration is identical to  th a t shown in figure 3.11, the hollow alloy 
model. The corner atom s of the initial configuration are situated a t hollow sites.
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• Lennard-Jones c(4 x 4) Result 1
The x  — y  coordinates of the initial alloy configuration were obtained from figure
3.11 with the alloy copper being deposited in straight lines. The z  coordinates of the 
alloy layer proved more difficult to  determine. At first a rough estim ate was used 
for the alloy z values. The MD simulation was then started. On exam ination it 
was noted th a t the system tem perature had risen to  a value higher than  the m elting 
tem perature (540K [6 ]) of the c(4x4) reconstruction. This heating of the system was 
due to  excess strain in the crystal due to  the initial z  value approximation. In order 
to  obtain a be tte r approxim ation the ’bestZs’ program , discussed in section 2.5.3 
was used. Using this set of initial z  values in the MD simulation the tem perature 
of the system remained below the c(4 x 4) m elting point.
Using an initial tem perature of OK the Molecular Dynamics simulation was 
started . The tem perature rose and eventually reached an equilibrium tem pera­
ture of 20K. The coordinates of the alloy and top substrate  layers were processed 
so tha t the final configuration could be identified. Figure 4.19 below shows the first 
Lennard-Jones result for the c(4 x 4) reconstruction.
It can be seen th a t the hollow alloy model configuration remains. One possibility 
is th a t the hollow alloy model is the configuration th a t corresponds w ith the global 
potential energy minimum for the Lennard-Jones potential. Another possibility is 
th a t is th a t there was insufficient kinetic energy in the system to  sample configura­
tion space adequately. In order to account for this possibility a scond MD simulation 
was run but with a starting  tem perature of 300K. The outcome of this run is given 
below as result number 2 .
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Figure 4.19: LJ resu ltl - c(4 x 4) reconstruction. Atoms m arked green designate the 
uppermost copper substrate  layer. Atoms marked red and blue represent the alloy 
copper and alloy lead respectively.
•  L e n n a rd -Jo n e s  c(4 x 4) R e s u lt  2
As mentioned above the initial tem perature for this MD run was set to 300K. The 
initial configuration was set to the hollow alloy model. On completion of the MD run 
the alloy configuration was analysed w ith figure 4.20 below showing the resulting 
final configuration. A hard  sphere 3D representation of this result is given below 
in figures 4.20a, 4.20b and 4.20c. These figures were produced using the SARCH 
software package of Van Hove [13]. The final configuration corresponds exactly 
with the bridge alloy model as shown in figure 3.11. The unit cell corner atoms lie 
on bridge sites as shown. Upon further analysis it was found th a t the lead atoms 
located a t the bridge sites were slightly raised. Along any lead chain this gives 
consequetively two low atoms and one high atom, the high atom  being the  lead
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Figure 4.20a : c(4x4) reconstruction, face-on view with unit cell marked
Figure 4.20b : c(4x4) reconstruction, side view
Figure 4.20c : c(4x4) reconstruction, edge-on view
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Figure 4.20: LJ result2 - c(4 x 4) reconstruction. Atoms marked green correspond 
to the upperm ost copper substrate layer. Atoms marked red correspond to  the alloy 
copper. Atoms marked blue and cyan correspond to  alloy lead w ith blue atoms 
sitting at bridge sites
atoms situated  on bridge sites. To dem onstrate this more clearly a depth profile is 
given in figure 4.21 below. This figure shows th a t the alloy lead layer, labeled Pb-A, 
has split into two sub-peaks. It can be seen th a t there is a two to  one ratio  with 
the lead atoms located a t the bridge sites corresponding to the lower fraction of the 
ratio. The separation between the C u l peak and the Cu-A peak was found to  be 
1.7±0.16À. The separation between the Cu-A peak and the Pb-A peak (larger of 
two Pb sub-peaks) was found to  be 0.82±0.13À. The separation between the two 
Pb peaks (Pb-A) was found to be 0.12±0.06Â. This m odulation in the z direction 
is in direct agreement w ith the STM study [3] of Nagl et al. The STM result shown 
in figure 3.9 clearly shows th a t every th ird  atom  is brighter or raised w ith respect
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Figure 4.21: LJ result2 - c(4 X 4) z distribution. The alloy copper and alloy lead 
are labeled Cu-A and Pb-A  respectively. The upperm ost copper substrate  layer is 
labeled C ul.
to the lower or non-bright lead atoms.
The current Lennard-Jones MD simulation of the c(4 x 4) reconstruction clearly 
favours the bridge alloy model over the hollow alloy model. This is in disagreement 
w ith the I /V  LEED study of G authier et al [4] in which it is concluded th a t the 
hollow alloy model is the likely structure for the c(4 x  4) reconstruction.
4 .1 .2  E rk o ç  c(4  x 4) M D  re s u lts
In this section the results of the MD sim ulation of the c(4 x 4) reconstruction are 
given when modelled using the three-body Erkoç potential energy function. The 
initial configuration is th a t of the hollow alloy model as shown in figure 3.11. There 
are two results presented.
•  E rk o ç  c(4 x 4) R e s u lt  1
The initial configuration was set to  th a t of the hollow alloy model w ith unit 
cell corner atoms located at hollow sites. On completion of the MD run, after a
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tem perature rise of 30K from an initial tem perature of OK, figure 4.22 below re­
sulted. Prom figure 4.22 it is clear th a t the final configuration is identical to the
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Figure 4.22: Erkoc resu ltl - c(4 x 4) reconstruction. Atoms marked green designate 
the upperm ost copper substrate  layer. Atoms marked red and blue represent the 
alloy copper and alloy lead respectively.
initial configuration. Two possible reasons for this may be firstly th a t the hollow 
alloy model corresponds to the global potential energy minimum or secondly th a t 
there is insufficient kinetic energy in the system to  adequately sample configuration 
space implying th a t the hollow model corresponds to a  local potential energy mini­
mum. In order to  decide which of these possibilities is m ost probable a second MD 
simulation was run. The results of this run are given below as the Erkoç c(4 x 4) 
result 2 .
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• Erkcx, c(4 x 4) Result 2
The initial tem perature of this MD run was set to  300K. This initial tem perature 
should provide adequate sampling of configuration space. The initial configuration 
was set to th a t of the hollow alloy model. On completion of the MD run, figure 
4.23 below resulted. The final crystal tem perature was 310K. From figure 4.23 it
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Figure 4.23: Erkoc result2  - c(4 x 4) reconstruction. Atoms marked green designate 
the upperm ost copper substrate  layer. Atoms marked red and blue represent the 
alloy copper and alloy lead respectively.
is clear th a t the lead-copper alloy coordinates have shifted to  new positions th a t 
correspond with the bridge alloy model as shown in figure 3.11 [4]. The fact th a t 
an initial tem perature of 300K gave a different result to th a t of the MD simulation 
w ith an initial tem perature of OK (final tem perature of 30K) indicates th a t a t T=30K  
there was insufficient kinetic energy to adequately sample configuration space. It
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can be concluded th a t the MD simulation of the c(4 x 4) reconstruction, using the 
three-body Erko<> potential, favours the bridge alloy model. This agrees w ith the 
Lennnard-Jones MD simulation of the c(4 x 4) structure  in the current study. I t 
also agrees w ith the STM study of Nagl et al.[3]. It is in disagreement with with 
the I/V  LEED calculation of G authier et al [4], in which the hollow alloy model 
is favoured. One of the differences between the Lennaxd-Jones c(4 x 4) result and 
the Erkoi c(4 x 4) result is dem onstrated by figure 4.24 below. This is a  depth 
profile of the c(4 x 4) system when modeled using the Erko<j potential. The alloy 
lead layer is labeled Pb-A  in figure 4.24 below. The Erko^ alloy lead in figure 4.23 
exhibits no m odulation in the z direction as was found for the similar Lennard-Jones 
result. The lead atoms a t bridge sites in figure 4.23 are not raised as occured with 
the Lennaxd-Jones result in figure 4.20. This is evidenced in figure 4.24 by the fact 
th a t the alloy lead layer(Pb-A) is not split into two sub-peaks as occured for the 
Lennaxd-Jones result in figure 4.21 in which an alloy lead z  m odulation was present. 
Also it was noted th a t the  substrate peaks C u l and Cu2  have each split into two 
sub-peaks. This did not occur for the Lennard-Jones result as shown in figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.24: Erko^ result2 - c(4 x 4) z distribution. The alloy copper and alloy lead 
are labeled Cu-A and Pb-A respectively. The upperm ost copper substrate layer is 
labeled C u l. The next copper substrate layer is labeled Cu2 .
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It was noted in a Monte Carlo simulation [6 ] of the c(4 x  4) reconstruction th a t 
a m odulation of the alloy copper occured. A sim ilar result was obtained in the 
I/V  LEED calculation of G authier et al as shown in figure 3.12. The period of 
this m odulation was stated  to be approxim ately 8  copper-copper distances. Also 
adjacent chains of the alloy copper were sta ted  to  be 180° out of phase.
In the current study a m odulation of the alloy copper occured for both  the 
Lennaxd-Jones and Erko^ simulations. The Lennaxd-Jones alloy copper coordinates 
were extracted from the d a ta  used to  plot the alloy copper in figure 4.20, the alloy 
copper being those atoms marked by red crosses. Similarly the Erkoc, alloy copper 
coordinates were extracted from the d a ta  used to  plot the alloy copper in figure 
4.23.
A figure of the Lennaxd-Jones alloy copper is given below in figure 4.25. The four
4.1.3 Alloy copper lateral modulation
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Figure 4.25: LJ c(4x4) alloy copper chains shown here
longest chains are coloured blue, red, green and cyan. In order to  view the m odu­
lation more clearly each of the four chains has been laterally ro tated  in a  clockwise
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direction through 45° about ideal copper lattice points in such a way th a t the  rela­
tive intra-chain positions are maintained. A fter ro ta ting  the chains each chain was 
shifted by an arb itrary  amount in the y  direction so th a t the chains could be com­
pared clearly. The peak to  peak value of the am plitude remains unaffected by the 
rotation. The result of this rotation is given below in figure 4.26. Again the chains 
are coloured identically to  the those in figure 4.25, m aintaining the correspondence 
between diagrams. Prom figure 4.26 it can be seen th a t there is a  very clear lateral
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
(Angstroms)
Figure 4.26: LJ c(4x4) highlighted chains ro tated
m odulation of the alloy copper chains. Adjacent chains are seen to  be 180° out of 
phase while every second chain is in phase. The am plitude of the m odulation is 
approximately 0.37 ±  0.024Â. The period of the m odulation is 4 copper-copper dis­
tances. The Erkoç result was considered in an identical manner. The alloy copper 
layer is shown below in figure 4.27. These four chains were ro tated  in an identical 
m anner to the Lennard-Jones result. The rotated chains are given below in figure 
4.28. It is found th a t adjacent chains are again 180° out of phase. The period of 
the m odulation is 4 copper-copper distances and the approxim ate am plitude of the 
modulation is 0.31 ±  0.04À.
From the results of the  alloy copper m odulations it can be concluded th a t a 
lateral m odulation occurs on the alloy copper chains. The am plitude of the mod­
ulation was found to  be approximately 0.3Â. The period of the m odulation is 4
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copper-copper distances w ith adjacent chains being 180° out of phase. This result 
is in agreement with the result obtained by Tan e t al [6 ], however T an’s result gave 
a value of 8  copper-copper distances for the period of the m odulation.
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Figure 4.27: LJ c(4x4) alloy copper chains shown here
(Angstroms)
Figure 4.28: LJ c(4x4) highlighted chains rotated
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The details of the c(2 x 2) are well established w ith the c(2 x 2) reconstruction being 
a common structure when certain  m etals are deposited on the ( 1 0 0 ) face of copper 
[1 1 ], [1 2 ].
The initial configuration for the c(2 x 2) reconstruction in the current MD sim­
ulation was set to th a t of the c(2 x 2) structure. The ’bestZs’ program  discussed in 
section 2.5.3 was used to  obtain crystal z  coordinates th a t would lim it the tem pera­
ture below the melting point of the c(2 x 2) reconstruction. The initial tem perature 
was set to  300K. Two MD runs were completed. The first run used the Lennard- 
Jones potential, the second used the Erko<j potential.
The results of the MD runs are given in figures 4.29 and 4.30 below. The upper­
most copper substrate layer is marked green w ith the overlayer lead marked red. As 
can be seen from the diagrams the  c(2 x 2) structure remains. There was no extra 
structure of interest detected from the analysis of both  results.
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Figure 4.29: LJ result - c(2 x 2) reconstruction. Red crosses correspond with lead 
while green crosses correspond with the upperm ost copper substrate layer
4.2 The c(2 x 2) reconstruction
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Figure 4.30: Erkoç result - c(2 x 2 ) reconstruction. Red crosses correspond with 
lead while green crosses correspond w ith the upperm ost copper substrate layer
A hard sphere 3D representation of the Lennard-Jones result is given below in 
figures 4.29a, 4.29b and 4.29c.
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Figure 4.29a : c(2x2) reconstruction, face-on view. Unit cell shown
Figure 4.29b : c(2x2) reconstruction, side view
Figure 4.29c : c(2x2) reconstruction, edge-on view
This section contains the results of the MD sim ulation of the c(5 \/2  x \/2)R 45 0 
structure when modeled using bo th  the two-body Lennard-Jones [6 ] and three-body 
Erkoç [7] potentials. The initial lead positions for every MD run of the c(5V 5 x 
■\/2)R450 structure was set to th a t of Henrion and Rhead [1] as shown in figure 3.14. 
It was hoped th a t as the MD system evolved in MD time, the positions of the lead 
atoms would reorganise to  the positions of the accepted (true) reconstruction for the 
c(5 \/2  x \/2)R 450 structure, as shown in figures 3.15 and 3.16. The results for the 
Lennard-Jones and Erkoç potentials are given in the following two sections.
4.3.1 Lennard-Jones c(5 \/2  x %/2)R45° M D  results
In a similar study [6 ] to the current one, the  Lennard-Jones potential, described in 
section 3.5.1, was used in a M onte-Carlo (MC) sim ulation of the deposition of lead 
on the (100) face of copper. S tarting with the initial configuration of Henrion and 
Rhead (HR)[1], as in figure 3.14, a  MC relaxation was carried out. I t was found tha t, 
starting  w ith the HR configuration the system aquired a  minimum potential energy 
configuration identical to  the accepted model for the c(5 \ / 2 x V^)R45° reconstruction 
(figures 3.15 and 3.16). This is the m otivation for using the HR model as the starting  
positions for the lead overlayer. There are two separate MD results presented for the 
Lennard-Jones potential. E ither the initial conditions or the cooling of the crystal 
differ between these two results.
•  Lennard-Jones c(5-\/2 x \/2 )R 4 5 0 R esu lt 1
The first Lennard-Jones c(5 \/2  x \/2)R45° MD run was carried out by depositing the 
lead atoms one a t a tim e as the MD sim ulation began. This was an initial effort at 
reducing the strain  heating. By depositing the lead atom s one a t a tim e and letting 
each atom  find its equilibrium position it was hoped th a t the crystal tem perature 
would remain below the m elting point (495K) of the c(5 \ / 2  x \/2)R 450 structure. 
The exact coordinates of the lead atoms corresponded with those of the HR [1] 
model as shown in figure 3.14. The z  positions of the atoms, or height above the
4.3 The c(5\/2  x y/2)Jl450 structure
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substrate surface, was chosen approximately and not subject to  any strain-reduction 
conditions as discussed in section 2.5.3. By using these set of initial conditions it 
was found th a t the tem perature of the system increased rapidly beyond the melting 
point. The lead coordinates were seen to randomize which indicated a m elting of the 
overlayer. To avoid this the system was cooled once the overlayer was deposited. 
By taking out some of the kinetic energy as the system evolved the m elting of 
the lead overlayer was avoided. W hen the MD run was completed the overlayer 
structure below was seen to form. From figure 4.31 it can be seen th a t up to
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Figure 4.31: resu ltl - c(5 \/2  x \/2)R 45 0 reconstruction. Atoms marked green corre­
spond with the upperm ost copper substrate layer and the lead overlayer is marked 
red.
70% of the overlayer structure corresponds w ith the accepted structure shown in 
figures 3.15 and 3.16. A hard  sphere 3D representation of figure 4.31 is given in 
figures 4.31a, 4.31b and 4.31c below. As mentioned in section 3.4 the c(5 \/2  x y/2 ) 
structure consists of regions of three rows of c ( 2  x 2 ) separated by anti-phase domain
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Figure 4.31a : c(5V2x V2)R 45° reconstruction, face-on view. Unit cell and anti-phase 
domain boundaries are shown
Figure 4.31b : c(5V2xV2)R 45° reconstruction, side view
Figure 4.31c : c(5>/2x>/2)R450 reconstruction, edge-on view
boundaries as marked in figure 4.31a. This is the accepted model for the c(5 \/2  x \/2) 
reconstruction.
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•  L e n n a rd -Jo n e s  c (5 \/2  x \ /2 )R 4 5 0 R e s u l t  2
The second Lennard-Jones c (5 \/2  x v^)R 45° MD run was carried out by depositing 
the entire lead overlayer on the copper substrate  before the  run was started . I t was 
found, using this initial condition and an approxim ate z  coordinate for the overlayer, 
th a t the crystal tem perature rose to  a value well above the  m elting point (495K) 
of the c(5-\/2 x \/2)R 45 0 superstructure. The abrupt tem perature rise was caused 
by the fact th a t the overlayer had an approxim ate initial z  value which resulted in 
excess strain  being introduced into the system as described in section 2.5.3. W hen 
the MD run was started, this strain  was translated  into kinetic energy resulting in 
the m elting of the overlayer. To reduce the initial strain, a  new z coordinate was 
found using the strain  reduction program described in section 2.5.3. S tarting w ith 
the new (reduced-strain overlayer) z  coordinate the MD program  was started . The 
system came to  equilibrium at 300K which is well below the overlayer melting point 
of 495K, as required. W hen the MD run was completed the structure in figure 4.32 
below was seen to  form. From the figure it is found th a t approxim ately 40% of the
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Figure 4.32: lj result2 - c (5 \/2  x \ / 2 )R4 5 0 reconstruction. The top substrate  layer 
is marked green w ith the lead overlayer marked red.
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overlayer structure corresponds w ith the accepted structure for the c (5 \/2 x  -y/2)R45° 
reconstruction as shown in figures 3.15 and 3.16.
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The three-body Erkoc, [7] potential was also used to  study the c(5 \/2  x \/2)R45° 
structure. The initial lead configuration was identical to  th a t of the model of Henrion 
and Rhead [1], as shown in figure 3.14. Initially, as occured w ith the  Lennard- 
Jones MD runs, the tem perature rose abruptly  to  a tem perature well above the 
melting point of the lead overlayer when an approxim ate overlayer z  value was 
chosen. The strain-reduction program was used to  find an overlayer z  value which 
would limit the strain-heating to a  tem perature below the m elting point (495K) 
of the overlayer. W hen the MD run was complete the overlayer configuration in 
figure 4.33 below resulted. This structure is identical to the initial Henrion and
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Figure 4.33: Erko^ - c(5 \/2  x \/2)R 45 0 reconstruction. The upperm ost substrate 
layer is marked green and the lead overlayer is marked red.
Rhead structure (figure 3.14) which indicates th a t possibly the strain-reduction 
program gave a resulting initial configuration, the global potential energy of which, 
was confined to  a  local minimum potential energy.
4.3.2 Erko<r c(5\/2 x \/2)R450 MD results
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4.4 Conclusions
Using the Molecular Dynamics technique the three reconstructions th a t form when 
lead is deposited on the (100) face of copper were studied. The three reconstructions 
were the c(4 x 4) , c(2 x 2) and the c(5v^2 x \/2)R45° structures.
The details of the c(4 x 4) reconstruction are not well understood. I t has been as­
certained th a t the most probable structures are the hollow alloy model or the bridge 
alloy model. Both of these models are single layer alloy models which is unusual for 
a m etal-m etal interface. Using the MD technique the aim  was to ascertain which of 
these two models was the m ost probable. Using an initial configuration correspond­
ing to  the hollow alloy model the MD simulation was run. The results for bo th  the 
two-body Lennard-Jones potential and the three-body Erkoc potential bo th  pointed 
to  the conclusion th a t the bridge alloy model was the  most probable configuration 
for the c(4 x 4) reconstruction using the MD technique. This was in agreement with 
an STM study [3] which also concluded th a t the bridge alloy model was the most 
probable model for the c(4 x 4) reconstruction. However it is in disagreement w ith 
an I/V  LEED calculation [4] which concludes th a t the  hollow alloy model is the 
most probable structure for the  c(4 x 4) reconstruction. I t should be noted th a t the 
LEED study did not allow the lead chains freedom to  move in the z direction. In 
the current MD study a  z m odulation was found for the  Lennard-Jones potential 
where the lead atoms situated  on bridge sites were slightly raised. This was also 
noted in the STM study [3]. The current MD result for the c(4 x 4) reconstruction 
using the Erko<, potential did not show any sign of a m odulation of the  lead chains 
in the z direction. A lateral m odulation was also noted in the  alloyed copper atoms. 
The am plitude of the m odulation was 0.37 ±  0.024A for the Lennard-Jones poten­
tial and 0.31 ±  0.04A for the Erko<r potential. The period of this m odulation is 
4 copper-copper distances. A lateral m odulation was also noticed in the studies of 
Tan [6 ] and G authier [4]. The am plitude of the m odulation is not given in both 
cases. The period of the m odulation in the case of Tan’s study was stated  to  be 8
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copper-copper distances.
The c(2 x 2) structure is a relatively simple structure  whose details are well un­
derstood, however it was included for completeness. On completion of the c(2 x  2) 
MD run there were no m odulations of the lead overlayer or the upperm ost substrate 
layer. The initial configuration was th a t of the exact c(2 x 2) model. When the 
simulation finished the c ( 2  x 2 ) structure remained.
The details of the c(5 \/2  x \/2)R 45 0 structure are well established. This re­
construction consists of bands of three rows of the  c ( 2  x 2 ) structure separated by 
anti-phase domain boundaries as shown in figure 4.31a. The initial configuration 
for this reconstruction was the hexagonal structure of Henrion and Rhead [1]. On 
completion of the MD run the  structure in figure 4.31a resulted. As can be seen 
from the diagram the anti-phas domain boundaries are very clear. Also there are 
three rows of c(2 x 2) structure between boundaries. Thus the accepted structure 
for the c(5\/2  x \/2)R 450 reconstruction has been evolved from an initial hexagonal 
type structure.
Any future work could be directed towards the simulation of the deposition of 
various metals on the (100) face of copper, such as Sn on copper. A list of the Erko<j 
potential param eters for various metals can be found in the paper of Erko^ [7].
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Chapter 6 Appendices
6.1 A ppendix A
The Erkos potential energy function (PEF)is given here. I t is then differentiated 
with respect to  position ie. x, y  or z. The full derivation of th id  differentiation is 
given below.
The Erkoq P E F  is given by,
Vijk =  Uij +  Uik +  C3Uijfijk +  C3Uikf ikj +  C3Ujkfjki (24)
where
{ r 2n r 2 n r ?
^ e x p ( - 2 « ^ )  -  ^ e x p ( - a ^ )  
rij r 0 rij r 0 )
fijk  =  exp(-------
"o
The objective of the differentiation is to  obtain an expression for the force on particle 
i due to  particles j  and k. The force on i due to  the j ,  k pair is labeled f y fc, where 
7  represents the directions x ,y  or 2 . The force expression is equal to  the negative of 
the gradient of the PE F, ie.
f = - W
s _  _  dV jjk? _  dVjjk  r  _  dV jjkr  
dxi dyi dzi
where
f =  vector force
V  =  Potential energy function
W  =  gradient of PE F
Xi,Vi,Zi =  component variables of particle i
i,j,k = unit vectors
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The PE F Vijk needs to  be differentiated w ith respect to  Xi, yi and Zi- If r]  is to 
represent X{, yi and Zi then the required differential is d V ijk /ri-  By differentiating 
equation (24) term  by term  we get,
dVi,jk dUij dUik ^  dUijfijk n  dUikfikj ^  dUjkfjki / o t - s
~ w r - ~ S r T  + M + C 3 ~ f r T +  { ’
There axe five term s in this expression. Each term  shall be considered individually. 
Term one is,
dUjj
d r l
Ua =  C2A r lnrT?n eXp (—2 « ^ - )  -  C2A r^r ijn exp ( - 2 a ^ )
ro ro
P  Q
dUij _  d P  dQ
dr1 dr] dr]
If we let =  S  and 2 a /r^  =  T  then P  becomes,
F  =  S r r 2" e x p ( - r r ? . )
then
d P
dr7
where
(26)
? =  S  j r y 2” e x p ( ) ( - r ^ f )  +  e x p ( ) ( - 2 ra y “* (27)
Prom equation (18)
exp() =  e x p ( - T r J )
Using equations (18) and (28) expression (27) becomes,
H  =  S  { 2 r 5 2” A 4  e x p ( - T 4 ) ( - T  -  n r ,? )}  
so putting  back in for S and T  we get,
J |  =  2C1A A rli r$ri ' ex p ( - a ’± )  | - ? |  -
Now by letting
2 a  n
U'3 ~  +  Z2
M) r ij
and
r?
%  =  r ^ / e x p t - a - f )
r o
we get, 
Similarly,
9 F  „  _  . . -y 2
=  -2C bi4A rJw yry
=  — C2AArijWijTij 
Substituting (29) and (30) into (26) we have term  1 in equation (25),
=  ~ C 2A A r]j ujijTij  ( 2 ^ -  -  1 )
Similarly term  2 becomes,
=  - C 2 A A r]ku ikTij {2rik -  1)
We now need to  evaluate term  3 of equation (25) ie.
dU jjfijk 
dr7
Differentiating we get,
dUijfijk  _  „  i j T d fijk  ,  dUjj ^
3~ d r f ~  ~  3 9r7 +  fijk  dr7  J 
We now need to  find d fijk/ d r j
therefore equation (34) becomes,
W  =  (35)
Substituting equations (31) and (35) into equation (33) we get,
=  -C V M A * * n f -  1) +  A r J ^ ( 2 r y  -  1 ) |  (36)
Equation (36) represents term  3 of equation (25). Term 4 is similarly obtained ie.
c 3 - j ^  =  - C ,C ,A U iTik -  1) +  -  1) J (37)
The final term  of equation (25) is,
dUjkfjki
C3~ d r T
Differentiating we get,
dUjkfjki __ p dfjki . dUjk 1
~  v ‘kW  imW )
but
dUjk 
dr]
so
=  0
= c *v » W  (38)
JJ"' r l
therefore,
but
and
dfoki------r~2 cxpf ^  r*i) ¡dV^ +  (39)
d r ]  ~  0 P( r l  } \ 9 r 7  +  d r ] )  { )
H  =  -2 A r J  =  2ArJ-
=  -2A rJ( =  2Ar£
dr?
thus equation (39) becomes,
^  =  -2 r 0 2/ Jti(Ar5 +  Ar£) (40)
P utting  equation (40) into equation (38) we get,
=  - 2 C 3 C 2A f m Ti t u \ r l t  -  l)(A fJ  +  A rJ) (41)
This is the final term  in equation (25). Substituting all derived term s into equation 
(25) we get,
^  =  —C 2A A rJjW ijT iy (2ry -  1) -  CaJ4Ar7lw„,rtt(2Tab -  1)
-  C & A f a m  -  1) +  A r ,> ii(2ry -  1) J
f 2 ArX 1
-  C3C2A f ijkTik | - ^ ( r ifc -  1) +  A r]ku}ik(2Tik -  1) j
-  2 C z C 2A f jkiTjk TQ2 {Tik -  l)(A r?- +  Ar]k) (42)
where
Finally taking the negative of expression (42) yields the Erkoq force expression given 
in equation (2 2 ).
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